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Course Administration
n Textbooks

n Required:  Ghezzi, Jazayeri & Mandrioli
n Recommended:  Jackson, Brooks

n Readings and Presentations
n In file cabinet next to 4th floor Copy Center

n Assessment
n There will be no “I” (incompletes) given

http://www.ics.uci.edu/~andre/teaching/2001/fall/ics221/

Engineering
n Engineering is …

n the application of scientific principles and methods
n to the construction of useful structures & machines

n Examples
n Mechanical engineering
n Civil engineering
n Chemical engineering
n Electrical engineering
n Nuclear engineering
n Aeronautical engineering
n (Social engineering?)

Software Engineering
n The term is >30 years old:  NATO Conferences

n Garmisch, Germany, October 7–11, 1968
n Rome, Italy, October 27–31, 1969

n The reality is finally beginning to arrive
n Computer Science is the scientific basis

n Other scientific bases?
n Many aspects have been made systematic

n But software development is still very difficult
n Few guiding scientific principles
n Few universally applicable methods
n As much managerial/sociological as technological

Software Engineering 
Principles

n Rigor and Formality
n Separation of Concerns
n Modularity and Decomposition
n Abstraction
n Anticipation of Change
n Generality
n Incrementality
n Reliability

Software Lifecycle Context 
(Waterfall Model)

RequirementsRequirements

DesignDesign

ImplementationImplementation

DeploymentDeployment

ValidationValidation

IntegrationIntegration
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The Reality of “Maintenance”

n Software Production =
Development + Maintenance

n Maintenance costs are often over 50% of 
overall costs during the lifecycle of a software 
product
n corrective maintenance (17.5%)
n perfective maintenance (60.5%)
n adaptive maintenance (18%)

n More modern term:  “evolution”

The real-world context of software systems is 
constantly changing

Requirements Specificaiton Planning Design Impelementation Integration Maintenance
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Relative cost of fixing a fault

The Mythical Man-Month
by Fred Brooks (I)

n Published 1975, Republished 1995
n Experience managing the development of  

OS/360 in 1964-65
n Central Argument

n Large programming projects suffer management 
problems different in kind than small ones, due to 
division of labor.

n Critical need is the preservation of the conceptual 
integrity of the product itself.

The Mythical Man-Month
by Fred Brooks (II)

n Central Conclusions
n Conceptual integrity achieved through 

exceptional designer
n Implementation achieved through well-

managed effort
n Brooks’s Law:  Adding personnel to a late 

project makes it later

No Silver Bullet
by Fred Brooks

n Essence: the difficulties inherent in the 
nature of the software

n Accidents: those difficulties that today 
attend its production but that are not 
inherent

n Solution: Grow Great Designers

The Software Industry Today

n Component-Based Engineering and 
Integration

n Technological Heterogeneity
n Enterprise Heterogeneity
n Greater potential for Dynamic Evolution
n Internet-Scale Deployment

n Many competing standards
n Much conflicting terminology

Software Engineering is in Transition


